
Fashion Trend: The ’70s Are
Back in Style

By Jessica Gomez

Vintage is always in style, whether it be one era or another.
Right now, the ’70s are back! That’s right, the era of all
sorts of expressive styles: hippie and boho-chic, disco and
sporty-chic, punk and glam rock, folk and ethnic, safari and
military fashion. The awesome thing about this decade is that
its diversity in fashion made room for everyone!

Learn a tad about the styles in the
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funky  decade,  and  check  out  the
current  fashion  trends  that
originated from them!

Hippie and Disco:

The hippie style originated in the ‘60s, but developed as a
key  look  in  the  ‘70s.  This  style  consisted  of  colorful
designs,  denim,  suede,  flares,  and  bright  prints/patterns.
Although, the full hippie style is gone, elements from it are
in style now! Now, the disco style was all about the glittery
and the sparkly! Metallics, neon colors, high waisted pants,
and animal prints were all part of this fashion! Denim high
waisted flared jeans’ are an incorporation of both the disco
and hippie fashion, like seen in the photo below. Celebrities
like Kendall Jenner and Cher have rocked these styles!
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Related Link: Soak Up The Sun in Colored Mirror Sunglasses

Punk and Glam Rock:

This  style  originated  from  the  rock  n’  roll  scene!  It
incorporated aspects from other ‘70s styles into a rebellious
unisex  look.  Metallics,  satin,  ruffles,  bold  colors,  and
platform shoes were all a part of this look! This particular
style  has  changed  over  the  past  few  decades,  but  some
consistencies have remained: bold colors and that rebellious
look. Artist/band shirts and dark colors are two prominent
features of the punk rock style, like seen below. Celebrities
like Sienna Miller and Debbie Harry are among those who have
owned these styles!
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Related Link: Boots You Can Rock in the Winter

Boho-Chic:

We see it a lot today. Floral patterns, lace, and that flowy,
care free style — that’s the boho-chic fashion! The style is
inspired  from  the  bohemian  and  hippie  cultures.  It’s
traditionally feminine and gives off that gypsy vibe! The
boho-chic style was popular in the ‘70s and is increasingly
popular now. Many celebrities like Hailey Baldwin and Mary
Kate and Ashley Olsen love this style!
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Many of these ’70s styles overlap, so don’t be afraid to mix
things up. Incorporate different styles for a reflection of a
groovy you!

Which ‘70s style is your favorite? Comment Below!
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